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Arbitration: A promising method 
of alternative dispute resolution
By A. Thomas Williams, MD; Elliott J. Williams, Esq.; and Dennis H. Gordon, MD

UTAH PHYSICIANS HAVE
POSITIVE EXPERIENCES

Many Utah physicians are testing
arbitration as an alternative
method of resolving medical
liability claims. Arbitration is a
common method of dispute resolu-
tion used to mitigate the expense
and time of wading through a
court supervised liability suit. Most
people readily, and sometimes
unknowingly, consent to arbitra-
tion when signing contracts for
rental cars, bank accounts, insur-
ance policies, and loans. 

Arbitration in Utah
Utah Medical Insurance
Association (UMIA), a physician-
owned medical liability carrier,
encourages insured physicians to
ask every potential patient to sign
an arbitration agreement. UMIA
initiated this program in 1999,
after the state legislature passed
laws enabling the use of arbitra-
tion in medical liability claims.

In a 1996 ruling, the Utah
Supreme Court specifically held
that physician/patient arbitration
agreements are enforceable and are
a preferred method of dispute reso-
lution for medical liability claims.

Following the initial success with
arbitration from 1999 to 2003, one
Utah-based vertically integrated
healthcare system decided to
require individuals who enrolled in
their plans to sign arbitration
agreements. As a consequence of
this policy and the subsequent
public reaction, the Utah legislature
modified the arbitration law in
2004 to make it illegal to deny care
to anyone who refused arbitration.

Patient notification and
agreement essentials
The current law requires that
patients be notified of the
following features when they sign
the agreement:
• The patient waives any right to

a trial before a judge or jury for
all claims. 

• The patient chooses one arbi-
trator and agrees to a neutral
arbitrator.

• The patient pays for his or her
chosen arbitrator and one half
the expense of the neutral 
arbitrator.

• The agreement automatically
renews annually and can only be
rescinded in writing 30 days
before the anniversary. A separate
arbitration agreement must be
signed for each new pregnancy.

• The patient has the following
rights:

» to decline arbitration and
still receive care

» to have questions answered
by the physician or a
member of his or her staff

» to rescind the agreement
within 10 days of signing

» to require the claim be 
mediated 

Use and advantages 
of arbitration
Physicians insured through UMIA
who offer arbitration to their pa -
tients receive a 5 percent premium
discount. As of year-end 2007, 
36 percent of UMIA’s 2,500
insured physicians and 50 percent
of physicians with clinical access to
patients were offering arbitration.
In the surgical specialties, use of
arbitration agreements is quite
high (Fig. 1). Physicians report
very high patient acceptance; more
than 90 percent of patients sign
the agreements. 

Utah’s medical arbitration law
has unique and important attrib-
utes that distinguish it from other
arbitration laws. The most impor-
tant feature is that three arbitra-
tors are used—one chosen by the
patient, one chosen by the physi-
cian, and a third neutral arbitrator
agreeable to both parties.
Physicians and patients choose
from an experienced pool of arbi-

trators who have been carefully
chosen for their expertise on the
medical and legal issues
surrounding the claim. 

Arbitrators are able to quickly
identify and address the key issues
in a claim, avoiding the emotion
and sensationalism that often char-
acterize court proceedings. Thus,
arbitration more closely represents
a hearing before “medical peers”
because the arbitrators understand
complex medical arguments and
issues of causation and are less
likely to be influenced by indi-
vidual biases or limited perspec-
tives than a lay jury.

Another important aspect of the
arbitration law is that causation
and damage issues are determined
separately. Causation is determined
first; damage is not addressed
unless a breach in care is found to
have resulted in injury. This
approach eliminates the problem
seen in many court proceedings of
awarding compensation that is not
supported by causation. 

Arbitration also costs less than a
court trial. The plaintiff shares in
the costs of the arbitrators equally
with the physician. A plaintiff may
or may not employ a lawyer to
arbitrate the claim; these fees are
negotiated and are not necessarily
on a contingent basis. Plaintiffs are
responsible for paying their chosen

Fig. 1 Surgical specialty use of arbitration agreements in Utah
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